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ABSTRACT

We have performed a numerical simulation of the three-slate vector Potts model on a
three-dimensional random lattice. The averages of energy density, magnetization, specific heat and
susceptibility of the system in the N3(N = 8,10,12) lattices were calculated. The results show
that it appears a first order nature of the Z(3) symmetry breaking transition, as characterized by a
thermal hysterisis in the energy density as well as an abrupt drop of magnetization being shiirper
and discontinuous with increasing of volume in the cross-over region. The results obtained on the
random lattice were consistent with those obtained on (he three-dimensional cubic lattice.
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1 Introduction

With the advent of lattice gauge theories as a major tool to study non- perturbative

aspects of quantum field theories, spin models have increasingly become important

for particle physics, [n particular, Z(N) spin models play an important role in

understanding the critical behavior of $(![N) gauge theories at finite temperature.

The so railed universality argument s tates that a (3+l)dimensional .9(7(3) gauge

theory and 3-dimensional spin model with Z{'i) symmetry should display the same

critical behavior. Thereby the knowledge of the 3 dimensional 3-sl.ate Potts model

phase structure would improve the understanding of the deconfining phase transition

in lattice QCD.

Yaff« I2' exploited the existing knowledge about Z(3) spin systems to predict a

f.™ai ( i nn
first-order phase" ""—«̂  for the physically interest ing case of SU(,1) gauge theory as

no fixed point is known to exist for systems with global Z(3)symmetry. In addition,

numerical studies of the 3-dinx'nsional 3 state Potts model have indicated that it

undergoes a first order phase ^~~^^ 'J'. Early numerical studies of SU(3) gauge

theory '4' on small lattices seemed to l>e in agreement with this prediction. They were

later supported by studies on large lattices 'sfi' which showed characteristic two state

signals and a shift of the critical coupling with increasing volume in accordance with

the behavior expected for a first-order phase transition. However, a high-statistics

computation of correlation II-IIEIII near tin; SU(3) phase transition has yielded a result

which is strongly suggestive of a second- order phase transition I7' , the correlation



length at Tc increase with the size of system. A study by F.lt.llrown etal '"' of the

order parameter and energy density, on the other hand, suggested a first-order phase

transition although weaker than previous thought.

If further studies on large spatial lattices confirm the conclusion of ref.[7], it could

give problems to the universality argument. On the other hand the phase transition

in the 3-dime us ion 3-state Potts model is also known to be rather weak M. (Jp to

now,works on Potts mode! were done on the regular lattice. It is interesting to see

the behavior of Potts models on a random lattice.

The idea of doing field theory on a random lattice was proposed by Christ,

Friedberg and Lee I10', The advantage of using a random lattice is that one tan

preserve the translational and Lorentz invariance of the continuum theories, while in

the case of conventional hypercubic lattice these symmetries are explicitly violated.

In this paper, we investigate what effect the introduction of a random lattice has on

the phase transition behavior of 3- state Potts model on three dimension.

2 The model and construction of random lattice

The llamillonian of .1-state. Potts model has the following form:

(1)

where the reduced temperature T including the factor of coupling. J,, are the

weights due to the random lattice which will be specified later. The angle 0, defined

on the sites, can take values 0, = ̂ f, k=0, 1, 2. The summation is over all nearest

neighbor pairs. The equivalence of the standard 3-statc Potts model can be best

seen by the following relations

5^ rui\ (2)

where f) = i , the spin t i ^ ff. _ Q J ^ a n ( ] ^ _ ^^ ,3™,)

The procedure of constructing the 3-dimensional random lattice is as follows.

The site of the lattice (512, 1000 and 1728 of them in present cose ) are points

distributed at random on a unit cube with periodic boundary conditions. The sites

are linked to from siinplices according to the criterion that the circumsphere of any

simplex in the lattice contains no other site. It is known that this can be done in

such a way that the simplices fill the space with no overlap. According to ref.[l I],

when formulating a field theory on a random lattice it is was necessary to specify

the interaction weight of links, i.e., J,j in (1). A natural way to define the weight J,j

of a link is given by the length of the perpendicular dual link divided by the length

of the link [II].

3 Results

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was performed on three kinds of random lattice (cor-

responding to 512,1000 and 1728 hitlice sites in 3 dimensional respectively) with

periodic boundary conditions. The quenched approximation was used in the calcu-

lation; i.e., in every MC step we changed (lie spin on the lattice sites only but not,

\



the sil<' position of spins. The v a l i d i t y of the approximation was investigated ill

our previsions work ' I , it docs not affect (lie \ of the phase transition.

!n our MC simulation, the so called heat bath algorithm was used, wtiich is

appropriate for discrete variables. The energy per spin and specific heat were cal-

culated, which are defined as follows

C = -0\< V? >- (4)

Where N1 is the total number of links, < ... > indicates the MC average. We take

A/3 = 0.02 to calculate the date. We use 10000 passes per /beta point, discarding

the initial 3000 to reach equilibrium and taking the remain 7000 to calculate the

MC averages. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the average energy E and the specific heat (•

. • . neighbourhood

versus /3 respectively. As can be seen, in the *<-^ of ji - 0.16, there exists ,-i

peak in specific heat. The height of the peak increases when the volume of system

increase( the lattice site increase ), this indicates the divergent trend of specific heat
under the therniodynamic limit and the possibility of first order phase transition.

To further specify the first order phase transition, we measured the energy K in

thermal cycles, taking A0 = 0.005 and performing 500 passes for every 0 point. In

the — - ^ of ft — 0.16 a thermal hysteresis in energy is found. This suggests

that there exists a materstabte state, which ind ica te s she f i r s t order phase t r a n s i t i o n

We have a 1 so calculated the magnetization M which s p e c i f i e s the broken Z(3) symmetry

and the corresponding susceptibility x- They are defined as follows;

= fH<M2>-<M

(5)

(6)

Where N? is the total number of lattice sites. The results were shown in Fig.3 and

Fig.4 respectively. In 0 - O.lfi, M is jumped from 0+ to t". In the \(ff) ~ 0 curve,

thf-re is also a sharp peak in x indicates that there is a discontinuity in M{ji). These

results are consistent with the above conclusion.i.e., the 3-dirrmnsionat 3-state Polt

model has a first order phase transition.

4 Discussion

In this paper, We performed a MC simulation for the ,1-statc Pott.s model on a three

dimensional random lattice. The results show that the system undergoes a first

order phase transition at f)c - 0.I6, this is consistent with the results of the same

tnodel on the cubic lattice. Allhough our calculation is rather rough, the signal to

specify the first ordfr order phasr transition is rather decisive.

Recently, we have also performed MC simulation for XY model m a 3-dimensional

random lattice, the result ^h"ws that the XV model presents a second order phase

transition. We also used the finite-size scaling hypothesis to calculate the critical

point li. of the system. Comparing the results of these two kinds of spin system (one

exhibits a. first order phase transition ami the other is second order), we found that



the effects of finite size on the first and second order critical behavior are rather

different, ['or the first order phase transition, the finite size effect will smooth the

sharp peak in the specific heat and the jump behavior of order parameter, and

thus increase the difficulties to determine the order of phase transition. As for the

second order phase transition, increase the size of system will increase the length

of correlation time and thermal fluctuation, and therefore the critical point will

change if the size of system is increased. In this sense, our results show the first

order phase transition in Potts model is rather strong, [t is interesting to perform

a high statistics MC simulation on random lattice to see if the correlation length of

system is large but finite at critical region, and the phase transition of Potts model

on the lattice is also weakly first order.
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Energy density and tlir llirrmal hysteresis
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fig. 2

IVak in the specific lit-*!.
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Fig.3

Abrupt behaviour in magnetization
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Fig. U
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